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thanks for the reprint.

Since I can:e back fran: England I have had such an accumulation of ~nto~ologic~ work I have had no time to play with
the Minoan ideas; but hope to return to it in due time.
I fee l the Phaistos disc is a self-contamned document, in
spite of the rewa of dots;,a list of names, one of which goes over
on the reverse, and then something about them. I still pull for
its being a passport or the like. You are cer&amm~y right also
about it being a formal. copy (by sign-count) of a first draft; but
as I have alre ~dy noted there is one sign.( clearly ami tted at
first, then crowded in before the word-dividers were added.

'r he palm-~eaf books I have seen ( shoVin me by Prof. K ~nkeldey)
were perforate~or stringing; I wonder if there is e ver a refle~
of this on Minoan tablets.
I centainly agree with what you 1say about the mi ~ing of
sy_ labiu and word-characters in the published "syllabaries"; also
of common , rar.e and unique •• I also note one misprint in the one
you reproduce: ~· ig. 6, col 4B, for 40 the second time read 31.
1 don't find ~ ~anywhere, unless upside down as Bll4;
I t is on the Orchomenos vase as well as in Cyprian, ••• b~t of course
the Orchomenos vase is abnormal oth ~ r v. ise, and I supr.ose n::ay be
in a sixth alphabet. My own choice in fact is to make it the
real "Jadmean", and a sole representative of the intern:ediate
between kinoan and Grecp-phoenician that r ransmitted phi, chi and
psi to ~he classic alphabet.
((A~ you see I still li' e to
comrrit myself to wild guesses, at least in~· ))

I ~onder if there were 2 bird signs; F ig . 4 first character looks like Cyprian ~' somewhat turned; but B32 is cleazl• y another
(and realistic)bird; I tried it on Ch.ne of our Ornithologists and
he called it an obvious pel ' can. I wonder if it is ~ore than coincid ence that no less than 38 of ~Y guessed e quivalents of the
Cyppian syllabary appea.r on your fig. 6 •• among them all but one
of the B-characters that you have doib J e-listed in both fig. 6 and
fit:,. 7.
I don't agree that the chariot tablets contamn complete
sentences; they look to me rather more like dockets, with lists of
varying qquipment: using my "possibles .. as well as "probablesu
I would ~ike to read m~!~:g.:piU).<~; ~1lo~piy
~loyrj. ~'
r ith ke(''and ''~ substitute .J. for the case-ending as in Lydiaq v:hen
used.
'l
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I think you unduly pessimistic in th~ · q}.lestiun of comparing
Cyprian with Cretan: Firstly I have t he i~pression there are far
fewer than 120 characters in Cyprian; she·re is of course some
variation in form, but I think this can be largely dis a ounted,
consi ring chiefly the fullest forms, the earliest (e . g. forms
on lead tablets), etc. My impre~sion was rather that there were
less than 60 really separate characters, and still nearer 60 than
120 if we include drastic sim; lifications that might have had
a separate origin,-4 such as .Q.. itl Old Paphos); that there were very
few double uses (as distinguished from reere careless misspellings),
the only important one being an early form of ~ for le again in
Old ~aphos (and the oo_rpus a l phabet does no . list any character
for re, so ~this may have been merely a loss, with~ used for
coth. And on the Minoan side, if we conside ed the list of your
fig. 6 as representing the best established group with the highest
probability of being syllabic, we have not 30/360, but 38/80.
And we have several calligraphic prin.: ipl es to hej..p us. 1k..y list
assumed mainly the f±l~o~ing principles , all b~sed on the obvious
calligraphy of the Cyprian: a liking for horizontal base lines,
and shorter squarer characters; so bottoms of characters * tend to
be lost, especially the parts belo~ a cross-line (ra, te, ~
ka) la.s t writtEn s. troke may tail to the right (me, ru ,.Y.Q., n i? ~
Parentheses back to back probably substituted for any cemtral
complexity not needed for clearness (note bow many O~rian characters
have this feature: ~(advanced form), va, vi or_zi, ru, strokes
slightl~ misplaced or shortened, without any real change of pattern
(to, tU.J omission of a stroke unneces s ary for clearness (se, ne,
ri, in later writing such others as tu; the little filling stroke
of na (or the cross bars of cursive na- JLin. "f!a"l rnnning two
strokes into a single sweep or broken-one (ra, ne , etc. I think
al the more complicated of my equations (e . g . me, ke) were taken
from earliFr authors, chiefly early 3undwal~. -- -~

I think you are ~ unnecess arily pessimistic abo~t the
language: perhaps we aan say 'unknown languagetl, but we may not
need to say ''unknown words" , for und ou bt ed ly many :Ui )toan v.-or d s survived in Greek; I should choose for trial those abnormal derivatives of IE roots that make up my "Lelegian u and "'.:'elchinian",IJ:!l, cen tun~, .£., with k for
(in all three kinds a.:· ~roots, e.g.)
but not t for d. lote the three or four best estabbl~hed ~inoan
v- _·rds (metu, a- drink, polo some special type of horse, or colt,
etc.,. And among these one wit r. k for the g_ of root gen: Knosos.
The reappearance of the same three'features in the IE words
in Polynesian, sut-;gests we are dealing v~i1h a separate branch
ot the I~ family,
ked by these features.
Incidentally I should hardly call 1Cinoan B a highlyt• inflected language on yo"..lr basis,- with only a minority of words clearly
showing only 3 case-forms (perhaps 4 if the band is aGgas~form a.nd
not the enclitic »and"~· This roughly matches m~dern wrm •
11

Yours sincerely
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